
BEAUTIFUL AROMAS REVITALISERS 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 
 

1. The revitaliser filters 75m² single volume of air every hour & can be moved to different 
areas as required. 

2. Use only cold, clean water when operating or cleaning the unit. Ensure the revitaliser is 

switched off and unplugged when cleaning, filling or moving it. 

3. Please keep the revitaliser unit out of reach of children. 
 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

1. Fill the bowl with clean, cold water between the minimum and maximum lines. The unit will not operate effectively if the 

water level drops below the minimum line. Overfilling may damage the motor.  

2. Add the amount of Beautiful Aromas concentrate in accordance with room size & personal preference, ideally       
between 5-10 ml per application. Don’t use pure essential oils as they don’t dissolve in water & may damage your unit. 

3. The Standard Leaf Revitaliser comes with a reducer (small grey cap) inside the bowl & use is optional. Fitting the     
reducer to the end of the funnel reduces the white noise emitted from the unit, but also reduces the effectiveness. 

4. Place the revitaliser top onto the bowl. Position it on a stable, level surface. Insert the plug into the power socket & 
switch on. 

 

CLEANING YOUR REVITALISER: 

1. Ensure your unit is switched off and unplugged before cleaning. 

2. Bowl: Rinse daily with clean cold water before adding the concentrate. Wipe the inside with a clean cloth or paper 

towel if dirty. Do not place in a dishwasher or use hot water. Do not use abrasives or cleaning agents. 

3. Funnel: Each unit is tested for optimal performance. Before removing any parts, note the position of the funnel in     

relation to the disc by referring to the markers on both. Once a month unlock the funnel by holding the disc & turning 
the funnel anti-clockwise. Lift the funnel away from the slots and rinse under cold water. Remove any dirt in the funnel 
with a brush/cotton bud. Take care to replace the funnel in the optimal position and turn clockwise to lock. Should the 
unit seem unbalanced after cleaning, try altering the position of the funnel in relation to the marker on the disc, until 
the most balanced position of the 4 available positions is obtained. 

4. Fanned Disc: The fanned disc is the round disc onto which the funnel fits. This can also be removed. For safety, we 

recommend you remove the funnel as noted above before removing the disc. Sit down and place the revitaliser top 
upside-down on your lap. Place your fingers below the disc and pull it away from the unit. Clean the disc as well as 
the bottom of the motor housing that is now exposed after the disc was removed. After cleaning, the disc can be  
replaced by simply pushing it back onto the axle of the motor. 

5. Revitaliser Top: Wipe the top inside and outside on a regular basis with a damp cloth only. Do not immerse in water. 

Make sure to remove any dust and moisture.  
 

WARRANTY VOID 

 Improper handling, abuse or failure to clean the revitaliser will deem the warranty void.          

 The revitaliser should not get hot when in use. If it does, switch the unit off and contact your Beautiful Aromas supplier. 
 

Beautiful Aromas Concentrates are water soluble & specially formulated for                                              

use with your revitaliser. You can buy our concentrates by following this link.  
 

* Breathe Easy  * Mental Alertness  * Hay Fever Relief  * Jasmine * Stress Relief  * Floral Lift * Lavender   

* Nature Fresh  * Eucalyptus  * Green Apple  * Mosquito Relief * Sandalwood  * Vanilla   

A breath of well-being 

www.beautifularomas.co.za  |   info@beautifularomas.co.za   

068 429 0830 beautifularomasza beautifularomasza 

Contact us to locate your nearest stockist or independent distributor & for any wholesale or service enquiries. 

https://wa.me/27684290830
https://www.beautifularomas.co.za/product-range/#concentrates
https://www.facebook.com/beautifularomasza
https://www.instagram.com/beautifularomasza/
http://www.beautifularomas.co.za/
mailto:info@beautifularomas.co.za?subject=After%20reading%20your%20Operating%20Instructions...
https://wa.me/27684290830
https://www.facebook.com/beautifularomasza
https://www.instagram.com/beautifularomasza/
https://www.beautifularomas.co.za/contact-us

